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ABSTRACT
Symbolic execution is still facing the scalability problem caused
by path explosion and constraint solving overhead. The recently
proposed MuSE framework supports exploring multiple paths by
generating partial solutions in one time of solving. In this work,
we improve MuSE from two aspects. Firstly, we use a light-weight
check to reduce redundant partial solutions for avoiding the redun-
dant executions having the same results. Secondly, we introduce
online learning to devise an adaptive search strategy for the tar-
get programs. The preliminary experimental results indicate the
promising of the proposed methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Symbolic execution has been widely applied in many areas [1],
including test case generation, program repair, etc. In symbolic
execution, The values of variables are maintained as symbolic ex-
pressions. A constraint solver is invoked to determine the feasibility
of the path on each branch. When applied to large-scale programs,
symbolic execution is still facing the scalability problem caused by
path explosion and constraint solving. Firstly, the number of paths
may grow exponentially with the number of conditional statements.
Therefore, it is infeasible to iterate all the paths of a large-scale
program. Secondly, constraint solving is notoriously hard [5]. On
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each path, the constraint solver is invoked to determine the satisfia-
bility of the corresponding path constraints. In practice, constraint
solving may dominate the procedure of symbolic execution [1].

Multiplex symbolic execution (MuSE) [9] is one of the methods [1]
tackling the scalability problem. MuSE is based on the insight that
the solution space searched by the constraint solver and the path
space explored by the symbolic execution engine are both from the
same input space. Therefore, when solving the path constraints, the
constraint solver is essentially searching the path space. The partial
solutions encountered during the constraint solving procedure can
be utilized as useful test cases triggering off-the-path branches on
the current path, although the partial solutions cannot satisfy the
path constraints. MuSE can achieve the same coveragewithin orders
of magnitude less time budget than vanilla symbolic execution.

We find that MuSE is not efficient enough in two aspects. Firstly,
although the constraint solver may produce hundreds of partial
solutions during one solver call, many partial solutions may trig-
ger the same path. It is wasteful to execute redundant test inputs
symbolically. Secondly, MuSE produces orders of magnitude more
test inputs within the same times of constraint solving. Therefore,
MuSE needs a different strategy to prioritize unexplored branches.
In this work, we plan to solve these two problems.

2 METHOD
We propose two methods to improve the efficiency of MuSE. The
improved algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The procedure starts
with an initial input I0 and executes all the generated inputs in T .
B stores all the unexplored branches. A strategy s detemines which
branch in B is prioritized. The algorithm uses a constraint solver
supporting partial solutions. After solving, both solution (if SAT)
and partial solutions are stored intoT . This procedure repeats until
all branches are explored, or some stop criterion (e.g., time budget)
is satisfied. In the following, we discuss how we improve MuSE.

2.1 Reducing Redundant Inputs
In MuSE, the constraint solver may produce hundreds of partial
solutions in one time of solving. We observe that many partial solu-
tions trigger the same path or have the same coverage. Therefore,
we devise a light-weight filter (line 15) mechanism to reduce redun-
dant test inputs. Firstly, wemaintain the execution tree representing
all the paths that have been covered as well as the open branches
yet to be explored. For each covered path and unexplored branch,
we also store the corresponding path condition. We filter out partial
solutions which satisfy the same path condition with a covered
path. We have conducted preliminary experiments on 10 real-world
Java programs using our extended Simplex-based QF_LIA theory
solving algorithm with MuSE on JPF [9]. Results show that such
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a fast check can reduce 7.4% of redundant partial solutions. Sec-
ondly, since one loop statement may correspond to multiple paths
in the execution tree, inputs corresponding to different branches
are not meant to cover different statements. Therefore, we also use
a standby concrete execution further to filter inputs that do not
lead to new coverage. In our preliminary experiments, we find that
a total of 99% redundant partial solutions can be reduced. Note that
we use statement coverage to determine whether a partial solution
is redundant. Another criterion may lead to different results.

Algorithm 1 Improved MuSE
1: Input: Program P , open branches set B , search strategy s
2: T = {I0 } //test cases to be executed
3: do
4: for I in T do //execute all generated inputs
5: p = concolicExecute(P , I ) //p is the current path
6: saveUnexploredBranches(p , B)
7: end for
8: b = select(B , s )
9: ϕ = pathCondition(b)
10: (res, solution, partial-solutions) = solving(ϕ)
11: if res = SAT then
12: T = T ∪ {solution}
13: end if
14: /∗save partial-solutions whether SAT or not, if any∗/
15: T = T ∪ filter(partial-solutions) //reduce redundant inputs
16: while B , ∅ ∧ ¬ stopCriterion()

2.2 Adaptive Search Strategy for MuSE
Search strategy is important to the performance of symbolic exe-
cution [1]. In MuSE, the search strategy not only decides which
branch is to be explored but also affects the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the generated partial solutions. For example, the path
condition of a deeper branch tends to contain more constraints
and may lead to timeout in solver for vanilla symbolic execution.
However, in MuSE, solving more complex path condition tends
to generate more partial solutions, which are supposed to cover
more program paths. Nevertheless, it is hard to predict whether
a partial solution will improve the program coverage. Thus, it is
difficult to devise an appropriate search strategy for MuSE. Due to
the complexity of programs, there is no silver bullet strategy for
all target programs. Recently, Sooyoung et al. propose using online
learning to devise an adaptive search strategy for target programs
[3]. We introduce such a learning paradigm to improve the search
strategy of MuSE.

Table 1: Features of unexplored branch b
1 whether b is from a loop statement
2 the depth of b (normalized)

3 the number of unexplored branches after all the
off-path-branches along the path prefix of b

4 the sum of the depths of unexplored branches after all the
off-path-branches along the path prefix of b (normalized)

5 whether b lies in the top 10% part of the most deepest path

6 whether b lies in the bottom 10% depth of the most deepest
path

7 whether b is from a statement covered by last runs

8 whether b is a direct descendant of some branch b′ which is
solved yet

In our algorithm, a strategy s is a function defined on the set
of branch s(b) = w · feat(b), where w is the parameter vector and
feat(b) = (feat1(b), · · · , featn (b)) is a vector representing the fea-
tures of b. As shown in Table 1, each feature describes the static
or dynamic information of b. For example, feature 1 determines
whether b is from a loop statement. If yes, we want to assign b a

lower priority. Feature 2 prioritizes deeper branches because they
may lead to more partial solutions.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of the online learning of the
search strategy. The overall procedure is a genetic algorithm [7]
searching the optimal parameter vector fitting the target program
best. Initially, we use a set of randomly chosen strategy set S to
direct MuSE. For each strategy, we run MuSE for a fixed num-
ber of iterations. Next, we evaluate the coverage information of
each strategy and choose the good ones G. Then we generate off-
springs from G and kill bad ones from S . The procedure iterates
until the execution tree is completed or some stop criterion is satis-
fied. The strategy search procedure is performed online along with
the symbolic execution. During this procedure, bad strategies will
be abandoned and good strategies will be found.

Algorithm 2 Online Learning Adaptive Search Strategy
1: Input: Program P , initial input seed I0
2: S = {s1, . . . , sk } //initial search strategies
3: B = ∅ //open branches to be explored
4: do
5: for si in S do
6: Ci = MuSE(P , B , si ) // return coverage information
7: end for
8: G = choose(S ) // choose better strategies w.r.t. Ci
9: S = S ∪ offSpring(G ) \ kill(S )
10: while B , ∅ ∧ ¬ stopCriterion()

3 RELATEDWORK AND RESEARCH PLAN
Many works have been proposed to improve the search strategy
of symbolic execution [1]. The CFDS [2] method chooses branch
whose opposite branch is the nearest to uncovered statement. The
CGS [6] method excludes branch whose context has been met
before. Generational search [4] prioritizes all the open branches
on the current path. Xie et al. use fitness function to devise search
strategy [8]. Recently, Sooyoung et al. propose using learning to
devise adaptive search strategy for target program [2, 3].

Nextly, we plan to investigate more features and conduct large-
scale experiments to evaluate our online strategy learning method.
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